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EDITORIALS
Contributions The policy of the Villanovan at pectations, in regard to subscriptions. The

times is to foster better school spirit Alumni have given us their undivided support and

and act as an organ in voicing the opinions and our advertisers have remained faithful to us. We
ideas of the campus, class and club. Its columns are almost to believe the millenium has arrived.

try to give credit where it is due, take the initiative The staff has worked untiringly this year to

in movements for greater undergraduate activity, give the readers a bigger, better, and a more

record the activities upon the campus and among beautiful Villanovan. The best in them has been

the alumni, and put forth a clean and wholesome poured forth. Time has been given in the midst

brand of humor. We are now passing with this of all their activities and they have been faithful

publication the first half of this year's endeavor and punctual with all their work. The staff, how-

and we trust that the magazine has been in all ever, represents but a small part of the student

quarters favorably received. The student body body, and we believe that there are in our midst

has been very generous, in fact far above all ex- many proficient writers. The staff is but human


